Class Agenda

– The Sloan Leadership Model

– MIT/BP Projects Academy--What a great leadership program can be.

– The MIT Sloan Leadership Program--Needs and Wants

– What's Out There? Places Where You Can Find Good Information
Leadership Model during Set-up Stage

Visioning

Sensemaking

Inventing

Relating
The MIT Sloan Leadership Program

Jonathan Lehrich, MIT Leadership Center
The MBA Leadership Program Today

- Orientation
- 15.277 “Leadership and Personal Effectiveness Coaching”
- Leadership electives
- SIPs
- 15.973 “Distributed Leadership Workshop” (IAP)
- 15.974 “Practical Leadership”: 360° assessment and coaching
- Practicing Management Seminars
- Preparation and reflection SIPs for second-year pilots
Opportunities

• Summer internships
• Video examples
• Individual Development Planning (IDP)
• Roadmap
• Coaching

… and many more
Student Needs

- Networking/Communication
- Management Training
- Personal Development
- Career Development
- Curriculum / Skill Development
- Logistics
- Teams
- Clubs
- Student/Life Balance
- And more…
Timeline

• **Monday, Feb 12, noon**
  – A compiled list will be emailed to you.

• **During Class, Tuesday, Feb 13: Ideas Fair**
  – You can present these and other ideas to promote your idea and recruit team members.